Aims. We present the most precise light curve ever obtained of a detached eclipsing binary star and use it investigate the inclusion of non-linear limb darkening laws in light curve models of eclipsing binaries. This light curve, of the bright eclipsing system β Aurigae, was obtained using the star tracker aboard the  satellite and contains 30 000 datapoints with a point-to-point scatter of 0.3 mmag. Methods. We analyse the  light curve using a version of the  code modified to include non-linear limb darkening laws and to directly incorporate observed times of minimum light and spectroscopic light ratios into the photometric solution as individual observations. We also analyse the dataset with the Wilson-Devinney code to ensure that the two models give consistent results. Results.  is able to provide an excellent fit to the high-precision  data. Whilst the fractional radii of the stars are only defined to a precision of 5% by this light curve, including an accurate published spectroscopic light ratio improves this dramatically to 0.5%. Using non-linear limb darkening improves the quality of the fit significantly compared to the linear law and causes the measured radii to increase by 0.4%. It is possible to derive all of the limb darkening coefficients from the light curve, although they are strongly correlated with each other. The fitted coefficients agree with theoretical predictions to within their fairly large error estimates. We were able to obtain a reasonably good fit to the data using the Wilson-Devinney code, but only using the highest available integration accuracy and by iterating for a long time. Bolometric albedos of 0.6 were found, which are appropriate to convective rather than radiative envelopes. Conclusions. The radii and masses of the components of β Aur are R A = 2.762 ± 0.017 R ⊙ , R B = 2.568 ± 0.017 R ⊙ , M A = 2.376 ± 0.027 M ⊙ and M B = 2.291 ± 0.027 M ⊙ , where A and B denote the primary and secondary star, respectively. Theoretical stellar evolutionary models can match these parameters for a solar metal abundance and an age of 450-500 Myr. The Hipparcos trigonometric parallax and an interferometrically-derived orbital parallax give distances to β Aur which are in excellent agreement with each other and with distances derived using surface brightness relations and several sets of empirical and theoretical bolometric corrections.
Introduction
The study of detached eclipsing binaries (dEBs) is our primary source of accurate physical properties of normal stars (Andersen 1991) . By modelling their light curves and deriving radial velocities of the two components from their spectra, it is possible to measure the masses and radii of the two components to accuracies of better than 1% (e.g., Southworth et al. 2005c; Lacy et al. 2005) . The effective temperatures and luminosities of the stars can be found by a variety of different methods, including photometric calibration, spectral analysis and measuring trigonometric parallaxes. These data can be used to measure accurate distances to stellar systems (Ribas et al. 2005; Southworth et al. 2005a) and to critically investigate the accuracy of the predictions resulting from theoretical stellar models (e.g., Ribas 2006) .
We are undertaking a project to obtain accurate and extensive light curves of selected bright dEBs using the Wide Field Infrared Explorer () satellite.  was launched in March 1999 Send offprint requests to: John Southworth ⋆ Table 2 is only available in electronic form at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/ but the coolant for the main camera was lost only a few days after launch. Since then the star tracker on  has been used to monitor the variability of bright stars of all spectral types, as described in the review by Bruntt (2007) . The main aims of the current work are to accurately measure the physical properties of the systems and to investigate whether the currently available eclipsing binary light curve models can provide a good fit to observational data with measurement uncertainties substantially below 1 mmag. We expect the answer to the second question to be 'yes', but this matter is becoming increasingly important in light of current and forthcoming space missions, such as Kepler (Basri et al. 2005) and CoRoT (Michel et al. 2006) , which aim to obtain extremely high-quality light curves of a large number of stars.
Our first paper in this series presented the serendipitous discovery that the bright star ψ Centauri is a long-period dEB (Bruntt et al. 2006, hereafter Paper I) . The  light curve of this object shows deep total eclipses arising from a system containing two stars of quite different sizes. dEBs containing two dissimilar stars are particularly useful because the co-evolutionary nature of the two components can put strong constraints on the predictions of theoretical models (Southworth et al. 2004b ). However, one of the most interesting aspects of this work is that we were able to measure the relative radii of the two stars (radii expressed as a fraction of the orbital size) to a precision of better than 0.2%, where the uncertainties were estimated from extensive Monte Carlo simulations but did not include error contributions from some sources such as the use of different algebraic laws to describe the limb darkening of the stars.
β Aurigae
In this work we present a  light curve for the dEB β Aurigae (Menkalinan), which is composed of two A1 IV stars orbiting each other with a period of 3.96 days (Table 1 ). This light curve contains 30 015 datapoints with a point to point scatter of less than 0.3 mmag. We chose β Aur as a target for the  satellite due to its brightness, which not only made our observations more precise but also makes it a very difficult object to study with modern telescopes. In addition, it has an accurate trigonometric parallax from the Hipparcos satellite which means the effective temperatures and surface brightnesses of the stars can be measured directly and used to calibrate these quantities for other objects.
β Aur was one of the first stars discovered to be a spectroscopic binary system, by Maury (1890) , and an orbit was calculated by Rambaut (1891) from the published observations. It was subsequently discovered by Stebbins (1911) to undergo shallow eclipses, and so was also one of the first known eclipsing binaries. A detailed discussion of early work, and an investigation into whether the speed of light is dependent on wavelength, was given by Baker (1910) .
The brightness of β Aur and the shallowness of its eclipses has made it difficult to observe photometrically, and only the study by Johansen (1971) has provided accurate results. Johansen obtained light curves of β Aur in seven passbands, four of which closely resemble the Strömgren uvby system, and solved them using the method of Russell & Merrill (1952) .
However, the brightness of β Aur and the relatively low rotational velocities of the two components means that it is observationally one of the most straightforward spectroscopic binaries to study. Spectroscopic radial velocities have been presented by Rambaut (1891 ), Vogel (1904 , Smith (1948) , Galeotti & Guerrero (1968) and Popper & Carlos (1970) , the most accurate and detailed being that by Smith. In addition to these works, the spectrum of β Aur has been considered by Maury (1898) , Struve & Driscoll (1953) and Toy (1969) , the most recent study (Lyubimkov et al. 1996) demonstrating that the two components have almost identical spectra and exhibit enhanced metallic lines typical of the Am class of stars. Hummel et al. (1995) have interferometrically resolved the orbit of β Aur using the Mark III Optical Interferometer. This means that the distance to the system can be obtained straightforwardly by comparing their angular orbital semimajor axis to the linear value measured using spectroscopy. In addition, Hummel et al. have measured the orbital inclination, which can be compared with the value derived from the light curve to ensure consistency. Nordström & Johansen (1994, hereafter NJ94) derived accurate absolute dimensions of β Aur by analysing the light curves of Johansen (1971) with the  code and adopting the spectroscopic orbits from Smith (1948) . It is well known that for dEBs containing two stars of almost the same size, particularly if they exhibit shallow eclipses, the ratio of the stellar radii is poorly determined by the light curves (Popper 1984) , so NJ94 constrained (1) Hoffleit & Jaschek (1991) ; (2) Cannon & Pickering (1918) ; (3) Perryman et al. (1997) ; (4) NJ94; (5) Lyubimkov et al. (1996) ; (6) Høg et al. (1997) . their light curve solution with an accurate spectroscopic light ratio. The resulting properties of the stars have since been used for studies of the helium-metal enrichment law (Ribas et al. 2000) and the fundamental effective temperature scale (Smalley et al. 2002) .
Observations and data reduction
β Aur was observed with the  star tracker from 2006 March 30 to April 20. During each 93.2 min orbit of Earth  switched between two targets in order to minimise the influence of scattered light from the daytime side of Earth. In the data reduction we discarded the datapoints at the very beginning and the end of each orbit, resulting in a duty cycle of 25%. Observations were obtained during every orbit for 21 days. The  passband is approximately V+R ). It may in future be possible to obtain a more precise description of the response function by considering the the total set of observations obtained using the  star tracker. The raw data comprises about 950 000 CCD windows of 8 × 8 pixels collected at a rate of 2 Hz. To extract the light curve we used the photometric pipeline described by Bruntt et al. (2005) . The background level was very low in these observations (20 ADU or 300 e − ), and hence the photometric precision is mainly determined from Poisson statistics. We binned the light curve to four datapoints per minute, giving a total of 30 015 datapoints after rejecting a few clear outliers.
The point-to-point scatter in this light curve is 0.28 mmag, of which the Poisson noise accounts for 0.21 mmag as each original observation contains about 770 000 e − . We calculated the noise in the Fourier amplitude spectrum in the frequency range 2-3 mHz. The mean amplitude level is A = 2.7 µmag, which corresponds to √ A * N/π = 0.27 mmag per data point. The observed noise level for β Aur is higher by 29% than the Poisson noise. Bruntt et al. (2005) analysed  data of Procyon and their measured noise level was 15-20% higher than the Poisson noise. These higher noise levels may be due to instrumental effects like satellite jitter combined with variable sub-pixel efficiency in the CCD.
After subtracting a preliminary light curve fit we clearly saw long-period drifts at low amplitude. In particular, for the first day of observations the star appears to slowly decrease in brightness by 2 mmag and during the last two days of observations the star apparently again became brighter by 2 mmag. This change is tightly correlated with a slight increase in the background level, and is clearly not intrinsic to β Aur as it is not affected by the Fig. 1 . The  light curve of β Aur. Each group of points represents continuous observation for a part of one orbit of the  satellite around Earth. The overall magnitude has been adjusted to match the Hipparcos H p light curve but is not exact because the passband of  is unknown.
presence of eclipses. In the Fourier spectrum of the residual light curve we detected two peaks at f 1 = 1.020 and f 2 = 5.148 cycle d −1 , both with amplitudes of just 70 µmag. The former is likely related to a slight change of the phase of the illuminated Earth. The second frequency corresponds to exactly one third of the orbital frequency of WIRE ( f WIRE = 15.449 cycle d −1 ). We cannot be sure why this is visible in the data. To remove the effects mentioned above from the light curve, we used a high-pass filter on the observations. This was done on the residuals of the preliminary light curve fit, and four iterations were made to ensure the depths or shapes of the eclipses were not affected. The high-pass filter has a cut-off which removes drifts in the data corresponding to periods longer than 24 hours.
We note that in the analysis of WIRE data of the binary ψ Cen (Paper I) we found two significant peaks at f 1 = 1.996(2) and f 2 = 5.127(3) cycle d −1 , both with amplitudes around 0.2 mmag. In Paper I we proposed that these frequencies were due to pulsations intrinsic to the star. However, at the time of those observations the orbital frequency of WIRE was slightly lower at f WIRE = 15.348 ± 0.001 cycle d −1 , which is exactly one third of f 2 as we also find here for β Aur. It is therefore very likely that the variation found at the frequency 1 3 f WIRE is not due to variations intrinsic to either ψ Cen or β Aur.
Light curve analysis
The  light curve of β Aur is shown in Fig. 1 . It lasts for just under 21 days and contains 11 eclipses. The observations are presented in Table 2 (available in its entirety in the electronic version of this work). We define phase zero to occur at the midpoint of the primary eclipse, which is deeper than the secondary eclipse. We will refer to the eclipsed component at this point as star A and the (cooler) eclipsing body as star B. For β Aur star A is slightly larger and more massive than star B, as well as being a little hotter. The phased  light curve is shown in Fig. 2 with the residuals of the best fitting model (see below). For the main analysis of the  light curve we have used  1 (Southworth et al. 2004b) , which is based on the  code (Popper & Etzel 1981; Etzel 1981) , which in turn uses the NDE biaxial ellipsoidal model for well-detached eclipsing binaries (Nelson & Davis 1972; Etzel 1975) .  incorporates several modifications to the standard code, particularly in input/output and the use of the Levenberg-Marquardt minimisation algorithm (; see Press et al. 1992, p. 678) for finding the optimal model parameters for describing a dataset. The relative radii of the stars are defined to be r A = R A a and r B = R B a , where R A and R B are the absolute radii of the stars and a is the orbital semimajor axis.  solves for the sum and ratio of the relative radii (Southworth et al. 2005c) as these are more directly related to the morphology of dEB light curves than the individual radii.
For this study we have implemented three additional modifications: the incorporation of non-linear limb darkening and the direct inclusion of spectroscopic light ratios and times of minimum light as observational data. These will be discussed below. 
Period analysis
A common method of determining the linear orbital ephemeris of an eclipsing binary is to collect times of minimum light, spanning as large a time interval as possible, and fit them with a straight line against cycle number (e.g., Southworth et al. 2005c ). This procedure is not a good approach here due to the properties of the  light curve: it is possible to obtain individual times of minimum by fitting Gaussian functions separately to each eclipse, but these contain systematic errors in the measured times as the eclipse shape is slightly non-Gaussian and individual eclipses are poorly sampled. An improvement over this would be to fit each eclipse with a light curve model, but the best way to measure an orbital period for an eclipsing binary is to fit for it directly using the whole light curve. This is often not possible because the available times of minimum light are not accompanied by the data from which they were measured.
We have therefore modified  to treat times of minimum light themselves as observational data and include these alongside the light curve when finding the best fit. The inclusion of disparate types of data obviously requires the measurement errors of each type to be accurately determined so their relative weightings are correct (see Wilson 1993) . We have measured times of minimum light from the  light curve using Gaussian functions. We report these for the interested reader (Table 3) but have not used them in our analysis.
A detailed period analysis for β Aur was given by Johansen & Sørensen (1997) on the basis of several observed times of minimum light and spectroscopically or interferometrically determined times of conjunction. Whilst there have been occasional suggestions that the period of β Aur is not constant (see Vogel 1904 ), Johansen & Sørensen found no evidence for a variable orbital period. We have chosen to include only those times of minimum light which were obtained via photoelectric or CCD photometry as these measurements are more accurate than the times of conjunction obtained in other ways.
In order to derive the orbital period of β Aur without accidentally introducing cycle count errors we began with a preliminary light curve fit to the the  observations. Once we had determined the best period for this dataset we added in the Hipparcos light curve (Perryman et al. 1997) , with appropriate observational errors, to give a more accurate period (see also Paper I). The slightly different bandpasses for these two datasets is not important because the quality and quantity of the  observations are both orders of magnitude better than the Hipparcos data. Inclusion of the latter makes a negligible difference to the parameters of the fit, except for increasing the accuracy of the orbital period determination.
We then introduced the times of minimum light from Johansen & Sørensen (1997) and Johansen (1971) before finally extending the dataset to cover almost a century with the time of minimum from Stebbins (1911) quoted by Johansen & Sørensen. The quality of the fit to the times of minimum is excellent (Table 3) , and from consideration of these data and the other times of minimum used by Johansen & Sørensen we can find no evidence for a change in period.
Direct inclusion of a spectroscopic light ratio in the light curve fitting process
For dEBs which contain two similar stars undergoing partial eclipses, the sum of the radii (r A + r B ) is well defined as it depends mainly on the orbital inclination and duration of the eclipses. The ratio of the radii (k = r B r A ) can be very poorly defined by the observed light curves of such systems because quite different values can give very similar eclipse shapes (e.g. Table 3 . Times of minimum light for β Aur compared to the calculated values for our chosen model fit. Times are given in HJD − 2 400 000. * Note that the times measured from the  data are expected to be affected by systematic errors (see Section 3.1) and were not included in the fit. They are repeated here for completeness and for the interested reader. Andersen et al. 1980 ). β Aur is unfortunately an excellent example of this situation, despite the quantity and quality of the  light curve. However, the light ratio of dEBs is normally very strongly dependent on k so an observed spectroscopic light ratio can be used to constrain k and therefore the individual stellar radii (e.g. Southworth et al. 2004a; Southworth & Clausen 2007) .
The usual way this constraint is applied is to map out how the light ratio depends on k and use the independent spectroscopic light ratio to specify the allowable values of k (e.g. Torres et al. 2000) . However, a more rigorous procedure is to include the spectroscopic light ratio directly as an observation to be used during the minimisation process. This also greatly simplifies the error analysis.  has been modified to explicitly include this type of observable quantity in the fitting process. As with inclusion of the times of minimum light, it is important to ensure that accurate measurement errors are adopted when mixing different types of data in one fitting process.
In preliminary fits to the  light curve we found that r A and r B were determined to a precision of only 5% (uncertainty from Monte Carlo simulations; see below). This was worse than expected, and quite distant from the target of 2% which is the minimum for obtaining useful results for most dEBs (Andersen 1991 (Andersen , 1998 . To solve this problem in their analysis of β Aur, NJ94 obtained a high-quality spectroscopic light ratio of 0.855 ± 0.016, which they used to constrain k and so obtain accurate values for r A and r B . This light ratio is consistent with and much more accurate than the magnitude differences of ∆m = 0.2 ± 0.2 mag given by Hummel et al. (1995) and of ∆m = 0.13 mag given by Petrie (1939) . When we included the NJ94 light ratio in our fit we found that the precision of the radii improved dramatically from 5% to 0.5%. k is determined almost entirely by the light ratio in this solution.
A possible problem in this approach is that NJ94's light ratio was obtained using the Mg II spectral line at 4481 Å but the  passband is redder than this so the light ratio may be different. However, the two stars have very similar effective temperatures so the systematic error caused by this effect should be negligible. We note that it is not possible to prove this because the transmission curve of the  star tracker is not precisely known. In the future we will obtain a spectroscopic light ratio at a wavelength closer to the effective wavelength of the  passband.
Non-linear limb darkening
A complication in fitting the light curve is the inclusion of limb darkening (LD). The  code uses the linear LD law (Russell 1912) , which normally provides an entirely acceptable fit to the light curves of dEBs but is known to be a woefully inadequate representation of the predictions of stellar model atmospheres (e.g. Van Hamme 1993) . There is evidence from studies using the Wilson-Devinney code (Wilson & Devinney 1971 ) that including bi-parametric laws can cause a slight improvement in the fit and a systematic increase of the order of 0.2% in the measured fractional stellar radii (Paper I; Lacy et al. 2005) , which is certainly large enough to be important in the present case. This can be understood because non-linear LD laws generally result in a lower flux towards the stellar limb compared to the linear law (see e.g. Claret 2000a; Claret & Hauschildt 2003) , so a larger area is required to produce the same amount of light at the limb.
 has therefore been modified to allow both the use of several non-linear LD laws 2 and the ability to optimise both coefficients for each star. The implemented laws are the quadratic (Kopal 1950) , square-root (Díaz-Cordovés & Giménez 1992) and logarithmic (Klinglesmith & Sobieski 1970) .
It is common practise when fitting the light curves of eclipsing binaries to use LD coefficients obtained from theoretical model stellar atmospheres, partly because the light curve shape is not strongly dependent on the LD coefficients and a good set of data is needed to be able to fit for them directly (Popper 1984; North et al. 1997) . However, this means that the final solution depends on theoretical predictions, so it is better to fit for the coefficients when possible.
We have performed light curve solutions for β Aur using the linear, square-root and quadratic LD laws. In each case we included the LD coefficients for both stars in the set of fitted pa- rameters to avoid using theoretical coefficients. Because the two stars are very similar we also investigated solutions using the same LD coefficients for both stars.
Light curve solution
When obtaining the best fit to the available data we included the  light curve (30 015 datapoints), the Hipparcos H p light curve (131 datapoints), six photoelectrically-measured times of minimum light and the spectroscopic light ratio obtained by NJ94. The  observations themselves have a root-meansquared residual of 0.3 mmag per point. We found that the orbital eccentricity is small but significant. When third light was included in the photometric solution we found that only a small and ill-defined amount was needed, resulting in very minor changes in other parameters. We have therefore assumed that the light curve contains no contribution in addition to those from the two components of the dEB. A mass ratio of 0.97 was adopted from the spectroscopic study of Smith (1948) , and gravity brightening exponents were set to 1.0 (Claret 1998); large changes in these parameters have a negligible effect on the light curve as the stars are well separated in their orbit.
When fitting the data we optimised r A + r B , k, the LD coefficients, the orbital inclination (i), the ratio of the central surface brightnesses of the two stars (J), the orbital period (P) and the reference time of minimum light (T Min I ). Orbital eccentricity, e, and the longitude of periastron, ω, were included in the usual  way, by fitting for the quantities e cos ω and e sin ω which have a more direct dependence on the shape of the light curve than e and ω (Etzel 1975; Popper & Etzel 1981) . The out-ofeclipse magnitude of the system was also included as a fitted parameter. The  data do not have a well-defined apparent magnitude zeropoint so this parameter has only a limited meaning and will not be discussed further.
Our initial attempts to include the spectroscopic light ratio from NJ94 were only partially successful. However, this problem disappeared completely if we included the reflection coefficients as free parameters rather than calculating them analytically from the system geometry. 's simple analytical treatment of the reflection effect uses the uniformly-illuminatedhemisphere approach of Binnendijk (1974) and despite providing an apparently good fit to the data it appears to be inadequate for observations of the quality of the  light curve. This problem can be avoided by including the reflection coefficients as parameters of the fit rather than calculating them from the geome- try of the system. Their values are very well determined as they depend on the amplitude of the light variation outside eclipse, and this approach allows us to obtain an excellent fit to the light curve and spectroscopic light ratio. Measurement errors for the  data are not available, so once this solution was obtained we calculated the appropriate measurement errors based on the residuals of the fit. We then binned these data by a factor of six, reducing the number of datapoints to 5027. In Paper I we noticed that a similar procedure during the analysis of ψ Cen resulted in fits which had a reduced chi-squared (χ 2 red ) of 1.15 rather than 1.0, meaning that there was a non-random contribution to the residuals of the fit. We attributed this to a small systematic contribution to the photometric errors in the  data and multiplied the final uncertainties on each parameter by χ 2 red to take this into account. Here the same effect is present, and the χ 2 red values are in the region of 1.33. Minor systematic residuals in the fit might also contribute to χ 2 red , and in this case are possibly attributable to the approximation used for the reflection effect. It must be remembered that the size of this effect is extremely small and would be essentially undetectable in a dataset with photometric errors greater than a millimagnitude.
Photometric solutions for the assembled data (using the binned  light curve) and different LD laws are given in Table 4 , both with and without forcing the coefficients for the two stars to be equal. Solutions with linear LD have χ 2 red ≈ 1.332 whereas those using non-linear LD have χ 2 red ≈ 1.328. The change in χ 2 is about 20σ. According to an F-ratio test this difference is significant beyond the 99.9% level, and we prefer solutions with non-linear LD (which have a lower χ 2 red ) as we a priori expect these to be the most physically realistic.
It is pleasing to discover that comparable solutions with the two different non-linear LD laws are overall in very good agreement. The greatest variation between all the solutions is seen for r A + r B , which is clearly larger when non-linear LD is used compared to linear LD. This is qualitatively as expected (see Section 3.2.1). We confirm the finding of Paper I and Lacy et al. (2005) that using non-linear LD for dEBs causes the derived fractional stellar radii to be larger. Whilst Lacy et al. (2005) and Paper I found that the increase was or the order of 0.2%, here we find it is 0.3-0.5%. This can easily be attributed to the shallowness of the eclipses shown by β Aur. We also note that including non-linear LD coefficients causes the best-fitting orbital inclination to decrease slightly, by 0.06
• . This is substantially larger than the random errors found using Monte Carlo simulations.
A comparison of the measured LD coefficients for β Aur with those calculated using theoretical stellar atmosphere models is given in Table 5 . We have adopted the effective temperatures and surface gravities for β Aur from NJ94. It is possible that the values we obtain for the fitted LD coefficients are slightly affected by the  approximations to the stellar shapes and the reflection effect, but this bias should be negligible. The interpretation of Table 5 is hindered because the photometric passband of the  star tracker is not precisely known, but the theoretical predictions are generally in line with the observed coefficients. The linear LD coefficients are a little smaller than most of the predicted ones, an effect which was also seen in Paper I for ψ Cen and Southworth et al. (2004b) for V453 Cyg. Further investigation would be useful to see if this is an emerging pattern, and this effect should be borne in mind when modelling the light curves of dEBs using the linear LD law.
Error analysis
There are two separate contributions to the uncertainties of the derived photometric parameters: statistical and systematic. Statistical errors result from the measurement errors in the data and can be assessed using Monte Carlo simulations. Systematic errors may be caused by approximations in the model used to fit the light curve and can be estimated by using a different model to fit the data independently. Here we will do both.
Statistical errors
The formal errors which are often derived from the covariance matrices of the best fit to the light curve of a dEB can significantly underestimate the true uncertainties in the solution (Popper 1984; Popper et al. 1986; Maceroni & Rucinski 1997; Southworth et al. 2005a; Southworth & Clausen 2007) . This is because they do not fully take into account the correlations between different photometric parameters (see Wilson & Van Hamme 2004) . A good way of determining robust statistical uncertainties is by using Monte Carlo simulations (Press et al. 1992, p. 684 ). This has been implemented in  (Southworth et al. 2004b ,c) and found to give results which are in excellent agreement with independent parameters determined from different light curves of the same dEB (Southworth et al. 2004b (Southworth et al. , 2005c .
The uncertainties for the photometric parameters given in this work have been found using Monte Carlo simulations (5000 per fit). We have quoted 1 σ (68.3%) confidence intervals for every quantity which has a value derived from each Monte Carlo simulation, except χ 2 red . To reduce the amount of computing time required we used  light curve after binning to reduce the number of points by a factor of six.
The results of the Monte Carlo simulations are also excellent for searching for correlations between parameters. In this case the light curve is generally very well defined except for the ratio of the radii, k, as previously discussed. In Fig. 3 are shown plots of the spreads of values of various parameters, concentrating on those which are important or otherwise interesting. The poorly defined k means that r A and r B are quite correlated -as r A + r B is well defined their values are very strongly dependent on the spectroscopic light ratio.
The LD coefficients are well defined in the case of the linear law, but it is clear that for the non-linear laws the two coefficients for each star are hugely correlated, which is not surprising. This seems to be worse for the square-root law than for the quadratic law, although this does not cause the overall light curve solutions for the two laws to be different either in absolute value or uncertainty. A much weaker correlation is seen between comparable coefficients for the two stars. This shows that in general non-linear LD coefficients can only be measured using light curves of a comparable quality to the  observations of β Aur. However, we would expect that dEBs with much deeper or total eclipses would give comparatively better results. A small clustering of points for the Monte Carlo simulations using quadratic LD is visible at v A ≈ 0.0. This is due to a slight numerical problem when calculating symmetrical partial derivatives. It is sufficiently far from the best-fitting value to have no effect except to slightly increase the derived uncertainties.
Systematic errors
 is suitable only for the analysis of well-detached eclipsing binaries because it uses quite a simple approximation to the shapes of deformed stars. This approximation may be checked by fitting a light curve with a more complex code which uses Roche geometry to approximate the surfaces of the stars. We have therefore studied the  dataset using the WilsonDevinney code (Wilson & Devinney 1971 , 1973 Wilson 1979) in its 2003 version (hereafter 2003).
As 2003 does not have the option of directly fitting times of minimum light, we chose to consider only the (binned)  data with the orbital ephemeris fixed to that obtained during our  analysis. The square-root LD law was used and the coefficients were interpolated from the tabulations by Van Hamme (1993) assuming a Cousins R passband. The linear coefficients were included as fitted parameters but the non-linear ones were not. The effective temperatures were fixed at the values given by Table 6 . Parameters of our solution of the  light curve using 2003. The optimised parameters are given in bold type and the fixed parameters in normal type. The rotation rates of the stars are given in units of the synchronous velocity. References: (1) Smith (1948) ; (2) NJ94; (3) Claret (1998 NJ94 and the 2003 mode 0 was used so the light contributions of the two stars were not connected to these quantities. To force the solution to reproduce the spectroscopic light ratio from NJ94 we fixed the light contribution from star A to an appropriate value. This rather brute-force approach was needed because 2003 does not have a facility to fix the light ratio directly. Due to this approach, the formal errors of the fitted parameters (which come from the covariance matrix) are unrealistic so we will not quote them. During the initial solutions (with an integration accuracy of N1 = N2 = 30 points; Wilson & Van Hamme 2004) it was not possible to get a good fit to the light curve. The problem arose because the amplitude of the light variation outside eclipses was being underestimated, resulting in the profile of the eclipse being very poorly matched. We were able to solve the problem by using the maximum integration accuracy (N1 = N2 = 60), including the bolometric albedos as fitting parameters, and executing a large number of iterations. Due to the high integration accuracy and the eccentric orbits required to fit β Aur, using the detailed reflection effect in 2003 would have been prohibitively expensive in terms of calculation time. We therefore used the simple reflection effect, but preliminary analyses indicated that this makes a negligible difference to our results. Our final 2003 solution has slightly larger residuals than for the  solution, but the preliminary analyses have shown that this does not have a significant effect on the final parameters. Because of this our 2003 analysis should not be regarded as definitive, and we hope to improve it by implementing a more modern minimisation algorithm into 2003 (see discussion in Paper I).
The final 2003 solution is given in Table 6 and is in extremely good agreement with the  results. The greatest difference between the  and 2003 solutions is for the orbital inclination, which is 0.1
• (4.6σ) higher in 2003 than . A similar result has been found by Popper & Etzel Andersen et al. (1993) when comparing  and  (Wood 1971 (Wood , 1973 , and attributed to the treatment of the stellar shapes in . However, the size of this effect is not enough to cause significant problems. This systematic error has been included in further analyses. For the other parameters there is no reason to believe that systematic errors are significant so we have retained their statistical errors as the final uncertainties.
In the 2003 analysis the bolometric albedos (Table 6) converged to values near the canonical 0.5 for convective atmospheres rather than the expected 1.0 for radiative atmospheres (see Rafert & Twigg 1980; Claret 2001) . This is surprising because the effective temperatures of the components of β Aur, 9350 K and 9200 K (NJ94) are appropriate for radiative atmospheres (Claret 2000b; Hurley et al. 2002) . We are also not aware of any similar cases in the literature. However, as we do not have realistic uncertainties for the best-fitting bolometric albdeo values (see above), it is not clear how significant this discrepancy is. Further investigations of this effect will be undertaken in the future.
Final light curve parameters
It is very pleasing to discover that the six solutions listed in Table 4 give very similar results. The two with non-linear LD and separate coefficients for the two stars have the lowest χ 2 red . Of these two the quadratic LD law solution has a marginally better χ 2 red and gives the best-defined LD coefficients, so we will adopt this as our final solution. The two solutions differ by less than 0.1% in r A and r B . The quadratic-LD fit is shown in Fig. 2 and the times of minimum light are given in Table 3 . We find that the ephemeris of the system is T Min I (HJD) = 2 452 827.195693(12) + 3.96004673 (17)E where E is the cycle number and the quantities in parentheses indicate the uncertainty in the final digit of the preceding number. The quoted uncertainty for the constant term corresponds to a probably optimistic 1.0 s, which is of a similar magnitude to small systematic effects such as the difference between heliocentric and barycentric Julian Date. The uncertainties in Table 7 come from the Monte Carlo simulations and have been multiplied by χ 2 red = 1.152 to account for the small systematic errors detected in Section 3.3. A minor systematic error was found in the orbital inclination, and its uncertainty in Table 7 has been increased to reflect this.
The final photometric parameters are more accurate than and in good agreement with those of NJ94. Hummel et al. (1995) found an orbital inclination of i = 76.0
• ± 0.4
• from interferometric observations -this is 0.8
• (2.0σ) lower than our result.
Absolute dimensions and comparison with theoretical models
The fundamental physical properties of the components of β Aur (Table 8 ) have been calculated from the final results of the - analysis (Table 7) , the circular spectroscopic orbit given by Smith (1948) 3 , and the effective temperatures given by NJ94. The masses are known to an accuracy of 1.2% and the radii to 0.5%, and the stars are slightly evolved with surface gravities of just below 4.0 (cgs units).
The distance to β Aur can be calculated in several ways ( Table 9 ). The most direct of these are the trigonometric parallax measurements from Hipparcos (Perryman et al. 1997) , and the orbital parallax obtained from the linear separation of the stars (Table 8 ) and the orbital angular size from Hummel et al. (1995) . These two measurements are in excellent agreement.
The distance to β Aur can also be calculated using surface brightness calibrations or bolometric corrections (Southworth et al. 2005a ), both of which require reliable apparent magnitudes. We have corrected the mean Hipparcos B T and V T magnitudes to remove the effect of points within eclipse, and supplemented these with JK magnitudes from Johnson (1964) adopting estimated uncertainties of 0.02 mag for the JK data. Applying the calibration of Moon & Dworetsky (1985) to the Strömgren indices given by NJ94, we find that the reddening is negligible. This is unsurprising given the closeness of β Aur to the Sun (25 pc) so we adopt E B−V = 0.00 ± 0.01.
We have estimated the distance to β Aur by the surface brightness method 4 presented by Southworth et al. (2005a) , which uses calibrations of surface brightness against effective temperature (Kervella et al. 2004) . We have also calculated the distance using theoretical bolometric corrections (see Southworth et al. 2005b ) from Bessell et al. (1998) and Girardi et al. (2002) and empirical bolometric corrections from Code et al. (1976) and Flower (1996) . The good news is that the agreement between all four different methods of distance determination is excellent. Whilst the two parallax distances are the most reliable because they are empirical direct measurements, formally the most accurate results are obtained using bolometric corrections or surface brightness relations in the K band, where uncertainties in effective temperature and interstellar extinction have the smallest effect.
We have compared the predictions of several sets of theoretical stellar evolutionary models to the properties of β Aur. These sets are the Granada models (Claret 1995 (Claret , 1997 Claret & Gimenez 1995) , the Padova models (Girardi et al. 2000) , and the Cambridge models (Pols et al. 1998) . In each case a good fit can be found to the masses, radii and effective temperatures of β Aur for an approximately solar metal abundance (Z = 0.02) and an age of between 450 and 500 Myr. For a change in Z of 0.01 the quality of the fit is slightly decreased and the age changes by about 50 Myr, with a higher Z requiring a lower age. The properties of the two stars are too similar for a detailed comparison with theoretical predictions to be useful given the accuracy of the absolute dimensions we have established. An improved spectroscopic orbit will be needed before further conclusions can be made.
Discussion and conclusions
In this work we have presented a high-quality light curve of the detached eclipsing binary system β Aurigae, containing 30 015 datapoints with a point-to-point scatter of less than 0.3 mmag, obtained using the star tracker on board the  satellite. Light curves of this quality will become available in the future for dEBs (from space missions such as Kepler and CoRoT), and it is important to ensure that the accuracy of light curve models will not simply be overwhelmed by these datasets.
The data have been analysed using a version of the  code which has been extended to include non-linear limb darkening laws and the direct inclusion of observed times of minimum light and spectroscopic light ratios in the light curve model fit. Robust uncertainties have been obtained using extensive Monte Carlo simulations. The eclipses exhibited by β Aur are partial and quite shallow, so the ratio of the stellar radii is poorly defined by the photometric data. Including the accurate spectroscopic light ratio obtained by NJ94 causes the uncertainties in the stellar radii to drop by a remarkable amount, from 5% to 0.5%.
The importance of including non-linear limb darkening laws in the analyses of dEB light curve has been investigated using the quadratic and square-root laws. An F-ratio test indicates that the resulting improvement in the fit is highly significant, and we find that the measured radii of the stars are 0.4% greater when using non-linear LD compared to the simple linear law, in agreement with previous studies. This bias is large enough to be important and we recommend that non-linear LD laws are used in photometric analyses of the light curves of dEBs. β Aur is not the best system to test this because its eclipses are shallow, so it is possible that similar conclusions could be reached using lower-quality data of a deeply or totally eclipsing system.
The LD coefficients obtained for β Aur for the linear, squareroot and quadratic laws are in reasonable agreement with theoretical predictions from model atmosphere calculations. We find 25.5 ± 1.8 24.8 ± 1.6 24.8 ± 0.5 25.0 ± 0.4 Bolometric corrections (Bessel et al.) 24.7 ± 0.6 24.8 ± 0.3 Bolometric corrections (Girardi et al.) 25.5 ± 0.8 24.7 ± 0.6 24.5 ± 0.4 24.8 ± 0.3 Empirical bolometric corrections (Code et al.) 24.4 ± 0.8 Empirical bolometric corrections (Flower) 24.9 ± 0.9 that the coefficients of bi-parametric laws are strongly correlated with each other, and that this will prevent their simultaneous measurement except for datasets of comparable quality to the  light curve. The quadratic LD coefficients are better determined than the square-root coefficients, which suggests that the latter law may actully be preferable as changes in the coefficients have less effect on the other parameters of the fit. The light curve fits for all three LD laws are in good agreement, so the choice of non-linear law is not important. In order to detect any systematic errors in the  fit to the data, we have also fitted the  light curve using the 2003 version of the Wilson-Devinney code. We were able to obtain a reasonable fit but only by using the highest available integration accuracy, bolometric albedos appropriate to convective rather than radiative envelopes, and a large number of iterations. The results agree well with the  solution, expect for a difference of 0.1
• in orbital inclination, which indicates that any systematic errors are too small to be important.
The physical properties of the component stars of β Aur have been calculated from the results of the  analysis and the spectroscopic orbit of Smith (1948) , resulting in radii known to an accuracy of about 0.5% and masses to an accuracy of 1.2%. A good agreement between these properties and the predictions of theoretical stellar evolutionary models is found for an approximately solar chemical composition and an age of 450 to 500 Myr. This comparison is strongly dependent on the derived ratio of the stellar radii, which is itself determined primarily by the spectroscopic light ratio from NJ94. We will be obtaining new CCD spectroscopic observations of β Aur in order to calculate a more accurate spectroscopic orbit and light ratio, with the aim of measuring the masses as well as the radii of the components of β Aur to accuracies of 0.5%. This analysis has shown that  can provide an excellent fit to the high-precision  light curve of the bright eclipsing system β Aur. Solutions using 2003 indicated that there were no significant systematic effects in the  solution. 2003 was able to give a reasonable fit the the  data, but at the expense of a large amount of computation time. We should therefore be able to derive highly reliable photometric solutions for the expected deluge of space-based eclipsing binary light curves from the Kepler and CoRoT missions.
